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Wow, it’s March, it will officially be Spring in 20 days, and Easter is just around the corner! This has been
one of the easiest winters weather-wise in many years. We quoted a couple of snow removal risks that we
didn’t write, but there were a couple of outside contractors that wouldn’t have been able to work in a regular
winter that we did write. Lawn service risks and people wanting motorcycle insurance will be coming in
earlier than normal.
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CONTACT INFORMATION

CATTLE SALES
Most cattle sales are held in the spring and fall. If this is something
that is a regular occurrence in your area, you can have an agent on-site
at the sale to capture business for animal mortality on the cattle sold
at the sale or auction. We write this coverage with American Life
Stock/Market. In order to be able to bind coverage at the sale, we
would need to let the company know the sponsor, the date and the
location in advance. We will also need a copy of the license of any
agent that would be at the sale. The coverage would be limited to
the actual sale price of the animal. The buyer would need to sign the
app at the time coverage is purchased. Policies would be full
mortality, including transportation coverage and would be for a 3 month, 6 month or annual term. The
minimum policy permium is $100. A Vet’s signature is not required on animals purchased at an accredited
sale or auction. Call for more information, apps and rates.

CAR WASHES
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Not sure if your car looks like mine, but mine is a mess with the latest
round of snow, salt and rain. We can write car washes with United
Fire. They will write both the larger operations including Products and
Completed Ops, and self service facilities. In some of the manned
businesses, we can write the Work Comp if they have had it in place
for a while. If you’d like a quote, just submit Acord apps. They can
be found on our website and are fillable to make it easy for you.

GEODESIC - DOME HOMES
In talking with my American Modern Home underwriter, I found out they will write Geodesic or
Dome homes. Wow, this is new! Not sure how many there are in Nebraska, but I know that not a
lot of standard markets will write them. You can write them in the DP-1 program or in the Seasonal
program if they are a secondary home. All of the regular coverages such as Personal Liability and
Medical, Additional Living Expense, Identity Recovery, Other Structures, Residence Burglary and
V&MM are available. The settlement option is Full Repair Cost. These are rated and issued on-line
in Modern Link. If your agency is not already set up to work in Modern Link, just give me a call.
It is very easy and you will have access to all of American Modern Home’s lines just by going to
our website and clicking on the American Modern logo.

NEW RLI PERSONAL UMBRELLA APPS
RLI has changed their Personal Umbrella app. The new app was effective 1/1/12 and can be found on our web site-hey, it’s even fillable and
the rates haven’t changed! Please request a supply of the new apps and destroy all of your old ones as the company will no longer accept them.
Please also note that all new risks require an agency check when submitted instead of an applicant’s check. The renewals are then direct billed
to the insured. If you ever want to have us run a quote for you in the system, just e-mail us an app or call Monica and she can enter it and give
you a formal quote to present to your client.
Thanks for reading!
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